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Winter Chill Arthritis

Winter is a hard time for pet’s especially our senior pets.
Pets with Arthritis will have trouble during this time as cold
weather can wreak havoc on diseased joints and cause a
great deal of discomfort. But a little preparation and
coordination with your vet can help your pet keep a bounce
in their step through the cold months ahead.

Therefore, what is arthritis and why is it causing so much
discomfort? Arthritis is a painful condition affecting any, and usually multiple, joints. It is most common
in older animals as joints become worn and damaged, and the body is less able to repair itself but
can still occur in younger animals. This damage that is responsible for the chronic pain and restricted
joint function could spoil your pet’s quality of life.
The signs of arthritis are many and often subtle, and may go unnoticed until well into the disease
process. Pets with arthritis don’t tend to cry out in pain, leading many people to think that their older
pet is “just slowing down” instead of having a medical problem that can be helped. Owners may notice
slowness when the pet rises from the ﬂoor or a seated position, especially in the morning; being a
little cautious on the stairs; a subtle but persistent limp. Cats are even more subtle in their disease
symptoms, which may be nothing more than reluctance to jump onto a counter or bed.
You can go about helping your senior pet this winter, keeping them nice and warm and always having
access to a nice and soft bed several different ways. By keeping the excess weight off your pet, it will
help to take away unnecessary pressure on the joints. While soft beds and leaner bodies have always
been best for our pets, in recent years that veterinarians have been able to offer medications,
supplements and other measures that can reduce or even eliminate the pain of osteoarthritis.

Everyone at Mount Hutton Pet Hospital would like to thank those who came
to our Seniors Night on Saturday 28th May. Congratulations to all our
winners for the raffles and the Spot prizes.

O

Winter Dangers
We all love warming ourselves near heaters and by the fireplace during cold days and our beloved pets are no
different. During winter, they are drawn to the heat, which in some situations it can be dangerous. All we need to
do is make sure safety precautions are taken, so sitting near a fire or heater can be enjoyed without any disastrous
results. Fireplaces will need a fireguard screen to make sure any popping flames do not shoot out too far. This will
also prevent wagging tails from entering flame territory and remember you do not even need to have your fireplace
lit for a pet to get into a potentially dangerous situation. Ashes, pebbles and other fireplace elements all arouse
their curiosity.
The next thing you know, you’ll have an ashy mess to clean
up or a trip to the vet if they ingest something. When playing
near a fireplace or heater it can result in your pet sliding into
it and being burned or diving in after a toy, which equals to
a not so fun time so play in an area away from heating
appliances and fireplaces. You may have a responsible pet
who likes the warmth and stays at a safe distance but
sometimes this isn’t the case, depending on how close they
are and how hot the fireplace or heater is, you’ll still have to make sure they aren’t getting too hot and limit their
exposure. Besides the risk of your pet being overheated, they can also get a burn, not unlike sunburn (ouch!). So
remember to keep an eye on your pet this winter and keep them warm responsibly.

Canine Cough a k a ‘Kennel Cough’
Canine Cough in dogs (commonly known as ‘Kennel Cough’) is an upper respiratory infection caused by both a
bacteria and a virus. The condition is also known as tracheobronchitis and affects the lungs, windpipe and voice
box. Despite common name associated with Kennel Cough your fur baby does not require a stay in the kennel to
catch it.
Canine cough is spread through virally through the air so when one dog barks the virus travels through the air to
the closest dog and causes a spread of infection. They can also get it from contaminated items and direct contact
with the coughing dog.
So what are the symptoms of Canine cough? Firstly, a persistent cough is the most noticeable symptom followed
by, Retching and Watery Nasal Discharge. In severe cases, it can lead to pneumonia, lethargy, fever and some
cases death. Symptoms might not show until 7
days after the original contact with the infected
dog.
Treatment for Canine Cough varies from case to
case and if you suspect your canine companion of
having Canine cough it’s recommended you bring
them in for a consultation with a veterinarian to
get your fur babies back to their bouncy selves.
Your fur babies yearly C5 vaccination can provide
protection against contracting the disease, however
there are so many different agents that cause
Canine cough so it doesn’t offer full protection.
This will however reduce the severity if your fur
baby becomes infected.

To Celebrate Desexing Month (July) and Dental Month (August) we are going to be running 20% off all Desexing and
Dental procedures! This will be running for a limited time. So give us a call and book in your pet’s surgery today.

Breed Bio
– Siberian Husky
With this cold weather what better animal to talk about then a Siberian
husky? These beautiful Canines are the leaders of the pack and come
from.. You guessed it Siberia. They were developed to assist in hunts
and to pull loads long distances through the extremely cold and harsh
environment of the Siberian Arctic.
They are an outgoing, alert and affectionate breed. However, they need
a lot of exercise and training is necessary for this lovable breed.
They can come in three different colours as seen in this photo and are
large breed dogs, normally weighing between 22kg-27kg
Siberian Huskies shed their winter coats in spectacular amounts and daily brushing is vital otherwise hair will be
left everywhere. The most common health issues you will see in this breed are some eye problems, as well as some
degree of hip dysplasia.

Go Native –
Emerald Spotted Tree Frog
The Emerald Spotted Tree Frog is one of Australias’ most colourful
frogs and can be found in the Hunter region but is rarely seen due
to its cryptic camouflage and nocturnal habits. This frogs’ colour is
extremely variable and it has the ability to change its colour over a
period of time as short as one hour. In appearance, it is coloured in
varying shades of brown, green and grey and may even be white.
Yellow patches with black spots are found in the armpits and backs
of the thighs. Colour is very variable and an individual frog may
even change in colour from day to night. As its name implies, many
frogs are covered in emerald green spots and the number of spots
increases with age.
The frog`s distinctive cackling call is responsible for its other common name Laughing Tree Frog. This
call has been described as a high pitched squeal or cackle. However, the easiest way to identify the ESTF
is the distinctive cross-shaped pupil in the eye. These frogs are quite small and range from 45 to 65mm in
length.
The Emerald Spotted Tree Frog is found in eastern Australia and its range extends from southern QLD
through most of non-arid NSW and into
northern Victoria and the Murray-Darling
Basin. The habitat range is also wide and the
frog is found in wet and dry forests and
woodlands and lives in tree hollows, under
bark and various man-made structures.
They can live in suburbia quite well and are
often located near lights chasing their
favourite food of insects. Leafy suburban
plants and shrubs provide good shelter from
predators. The Emerald Spotted Tree Frog has
adapted to urban environments very well and
thrives in the backyards of homes that contain
permanent water sources such as fish ponds.

Staﬀ Proﬁle Dr Dario Conesa
Dr Dario graduated in 1997 with his BVSc and gained his
PhD in 2003 from the University of Murcia, Spain. In the
past, Dr Dario practiced in Spain, VIC (Maffra) and rural
NSW (Corowa, Central Coast). He has a special fondness
for big breeds – Bernese Mountain Dogs and Great Danes
especially. He loves being able too help animals when they
are sick and especially enjoys the surgical parts of the
veterinary industry.
In his off time he enjoys travelling, going to the beach, hiking, riding bikes and spending time with his family –
especially now he has a little girl Abigail who was born this year.

Remember, even though it’s winter Ticks and Fleas are still about so don’t forget to keep
up to date with your pets’ protection.

Winter is coming
This time of year is very important to reptile keepers and is a time for close scrutiny of your reptile`s habitat to
ensure that it is in good condition before the colder weather sets in. It is also a good time to have one of your
scheduled twice-yearly overhauls of your setup, including a thorough clean. If you are contemplating changing
your enclosure features then now is a good time to do it. Whether you are cleaning or replacing the substrate in
your snake or lizard habitat or replacing the water in your tortoise tank, always remember to clean thoroughly and
remove any build-up of reptile faeces and food material. A clean enclosure is essential to maintaining a healthy
reptile. I would strongly advise a total substrate replacement at this time and, if possible, improve the design.
Keeping reptiles is always a learning experience and you
should organize an enclosure that works best for your
conditions. Ensure that all water sources are clean and the
water replaced.
For tortoises, ensure that filters are operating efficiently
and that the filter material is replaced or cleaned. If your
enclosure is heated via thermostat then check that it is
functioning correctly. If feasible, or if heating lamps are
old, consider replacing them with new units. Check the
internal integrity of your enclosure to ensure that it is safe.
The weather at this time of year can be very changeable,
with sudden temperature drops happening without notice.
To ensure that your reptile doesn`t feel the stress of suboptimal temperatures, check that your enclosure is clean
and functioning effectively. Many avoidable problems
occur now and you can prevent them with correct
husbandry.

